
WALL ANCHOR SYSTEM

CONTACT US FOR A NO COST, OBLIGATION-FREE ESTIMATE

HOW DO I FIX IT?
Regaining the structural integrity of your home
is more affordable than you might think.

CRACKS IN BASEMENT WALLS

BOWING WALLS

BUCKLING WALLS

CRACKING,
BOWED, OR
BUCKLING
WALLS?

If left untreated, cracking, bowing,
or buckling can completely destroy
a wall. There are varying degrees of
bowing or bulging basement walls.
At a minimum, the condition should
be assessed by a certified technician
to determine the severity.
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WHAT ARE THE STEPS?

CALL US AT (800) 568-4265 FOR A NO 
COST, OBLIGATION-FREE ESTIMATE

1. Measure distances 2. Remove and save sod

3. Excavate holes 4. Drill hole in
basement wall

5. Install steel anchor 6. Attach outside
earth anchor

7. Install wall plate
and tighten system

8. Fill hole and
replace sod

Cracking, bowed, or buckling walls are a homeowner’s worst nightmare. After all, your 
home is likely your biggest investment. Thankfully, the Grip-Tite Wall Anchor System 
allows you to restore the structural integrity of your home without rebuilding its walls. This 
system was developed and patented by Grip-Tite’s engineers in 1973. The Grip-Tite Wall 
Anchor System secures and stabilizes deteriorating walls effectively—and more 
affordably—than rebuilding them.

Save time, money, and hassle. Rebuilding foundation walls involves lifting up a house, 
excavating around the walls, and then building new walls. It isn’t hard to imagine what this 
does to your home, yard, and pocketbook. The Grip-Tite Wall Anchor System uses high 
strength steel and anchoring plates and rods to secure and stabilize any deteriorating 
walls with much less time and mess. These plates and rods stabilize walls by 
counteracting pressure being exerted against that wall.

Steel anchor rods are inserted through the wall into the outside earth. A steel anchor is 
then attached to the rod through a vertical hole in the ground. Finally, a steel wall plate 
secures the rod to the inside basement wall. The anchor counteracts pressure on the wall 
preventing structure damage, as it does not rely on floor joists or wood framing as the 
reaction. Anchors can be placed to avoid decks and landscaping, and the entire process 
usually takes less than a day. 

Why choose Grip-Tite’s Wall Anchor System? 
• Can straighten a wall over time in most cases without excavation
• Limited disturbance to lawn and landscape
• Low-profile wall plates can be easily painted or finished over
• Will stabilize bowed, leaning and sheared walls
• Patented product can only be installed by Manufacturer-Certified Installers

Grip-Tite Manufacturing Co., LLC warrants all system components to be free of defects in 
materials and workmanship under normal use and service for 25 years.
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